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I want to ask you to make a donation, but first, let me explain why this is
so important:
Dan McCready [info@danmccready.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 24, 2019 10:39 AM
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Steve In a moment, I’m going to ask you to make a donation to our campaign ahead
of our official FEC deadline. But first, I hope you’ll let me explain why this
request, especially today, is so important.
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This week, I announced that our campaign won’t accept a dime of corporate
PAC money. Zero.
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For many campaigns, that’s a significant source of money. But it’s that very
money that is poisoning our democracy.
Instead, we’re going to fund this campaign the right way — with grassroots
supporters donating whatever they can afford. We’ll do this $5, $10, $25 at a
time.
Our Republican opponents are unlikely to make this same pledge, and this race
is going to be expensive. But we are on the side of what's right on this
campaign. If we stand together, we can win this race.
At the end of this month, we have an FEC deadline. After the deadline, we have
to report how much we raised, which will be a big signal of our momentum. So
that’s why I need to ask:
Will you make a $3 donation right now before our official FEC deadline?
How much we report is critical.
Thank you in advance for making a donation. Your support is humbling.
Yours in this fight,
Dan
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Dan McCready is a former member of the United States Marines. Use of his military rank, job titles, and photographs in uniform does
not imply endorsement by the Marines or the Department of Defense. This email was sent to sjohnston@tuesdayforumcharlotte.org.
Click here if you'd like to unsubscribe. We try to send only the most important information and opportunities to participate via email. To
support Dan McCready with a contribution, click here.
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